
HANK MOOREHOUSE FLEA MARKET AND ACTION AUCTION 

May 7th, 2016 at the Colon Elementary School in the Magic Capitol of the World 

Starts at 9am and ends with the Noon auction 
 

Free to attend, you only need to purchase a table if you are selling magic.  We have a very 

special day planned with magicians from at least 4 states who are bringing in plenty of magic to 

sell at unbelievable prices.  Many of the selling / dealer tables have been 

purchased already, let’s talk about a few of them and give you a small 

idea of what to expect (wish we could write more but we are running out 

of room on this flier). 

Frank Gayda will coming in from Illinois, Many Hall from Ohio, Mike 

Powers from Indiana, Robert Zoerman from Grand Rapids, Rick Allen 

from Ohio (if he can fit it in the space one of the items Rick is bringing is 

the original McDonald Birch Dragon Screen that was used at the 1964 Get-Together and on his 

show in the 1970's), and John Russell from Grosse Isle will be bringing accessories, DVDs, books, 

and effects (and not just close up, check out the Utility Illusion Base to the upper left – Lots of 

Possibilities).   

Mickey Blashfield will have the Mongoose on display (yes the Cobra killer) and a 

bunch of magic including One way decks / custom “tossed out” Bicycle decks, 

“Vaudevillian” vulcanized fiber prop cases, Magic Artwork (framed & unframed), 

“Rabbit in Hat” wood display plaques, Dove thru Glass, Elusive Bunny Box, The 

Razor Blades act, Books by Kenner, Sankey, Blackstone, etc.   

Sam Durocher will be in the booth next to Mickey Blashfield 

selling magic and Gabe Fajuri (from Potter and Potter 

auction) will have collectibles including original vintage posters. Jim Shannon 

has a Modern magic by Prof. Hoffman book with him. 

Magic Bob will be there with a variety of magic (over $7,000 in props) 

including a Pro Deluxe Sword Thru Neck, Bowling Ball from Briefcase, and 36 

NEW Malini Egg Bags (Get this, regular $25, $7.50 Flea Market Price, buy 5 

and get them for $5 each). 

Rich McGee will be here with his magic and will also be bringing a Sub Trunk for the auction (see 

pic above).  Gary Segaadi (known for his wood working) has several items you are going to want 

to check out including Colorful hand turned wooden magic wands, Houdini's Gift with laser 

engraved designs, Celtic Knot cabinet with laser engraved designs, Prediction Chest, Remote 

control Card fountain, Smoke magic V2 with lots of extras, Lighting Bolt Square Circle, etc.   

Anthony Gerard will be here (From the Timid Magic Shop – He’s been manufacturing magic since 

1974 and a regular at the Flea Market). Mary Kleiber (That’s me!)will be here with some general 

magic like a good Zombie (or so my husband says), linking 

rings, telethought pad, Tenyo 3D flying carpet, etc.  I also 

have a special rising card book from England (it is 

examinable yet will rise two cards, one horizontal and one 

vertical) and a few Halloween effects and props (vampire 

block, tarot cards, see pic to the right).  I will also be 

manning the Abbott booth which will have the specials 

mentioned on the following page (I will also have proofs of 

a couple Abbott summer release books coming out that 

you can get a sneak peek at if you ask). 



Abbott’s will have plenty to auction (BJ & Greg are putting 

together auction bags to make the auction go quicker) and sell.  

4 Abbott specials are sold at my table, let’s check them out!   

Special One, check out the NEW Worlds Greatest Magic Close-

up Video’s 1,2, and 3 - all three for only $12, that’s less than 

the download cost for one – single videos from this set will sell 

for $5 each.  These DVD’s usually cost $19.95 even on EBay, Limited Supply (about 30 of each). 

Special Two, for those with magic families Abbott’s has brought back the 6 for $5 magic book sale 

where you can find something for everyone and still have plenty of money left over. 

Special Three, The Ultimate Sphinx DVD sells for $50, here you can get a NEW Sphinx DVD (which 

contains copies of all the Sphinx magazines from 1902 – 1952) for only $10, again limited supply. 

Special Four, A slightly irregular book sale.  This has been very popular at the Get Together and 

Abbott’s is going to see how it goes over at the Flea Market.  These are NEW books that may have 

a bent page or slightly torn cover and Abbott’s is selling these at wholesale or less price, you 

cannot beat it anywhere!  Below is a list of some of these (they are still looking for more so this will 

change (They are still pricing some Quick Change books, a Colorful Magic book by Ginn, a Strong 

Magic book by Ortiz, Switch by Lovick, etc).  The price in Green is your cost per book, but Abbott’s 

does not have a large quantity on some of these books so it will be first come first served. 

 

Let’s do a little “NEW” math.  If we add just a few of the deals on NEW magic we have on this flier 

you could get a new Malini Dove Bag (From Magic Bob, a $25 value), 3 New WGM Close-up DVD’s 

(From Abbott’s, a $60 value) and get change back from a $20.  If you do this well with new magic, 

imagine how you will do with the tons of used magic made available to you at the Hank 

Moorehouse Flea Market and Auction! 

Abbott’s still has a few table slots still open for those who would like to sell, and for those who 

want to attend a great FREE event and get more bang for your buck than anywhere, we hope to 

see you Saturday the 7th (that’s the day before Mothers day).   

BOOK DESCRIPTION QTY PRICE DISCOUNT SALE 

Bairn - The Brain Children of Ken Dyne  1 $97.00 $32.00 $65.00 

Best Of Friends Vol. 3 by Harry Lorayne  1 $77.00 $32.00 $45.00 

Blomberg Laboratories by Andi Gladwin and Vanishing Inc. 2 $55.00 $25.00 $30.00 

By Forces Unseen by Stephen Minch  1 $35.00 $15.00 $20.00 

CAAN Craft by J.K. Hartman  1 $35.00 $15.00 $20.00 

Card College Volume 1 by Roberto Giobbi  1 $35.00 $15.00 $20.00 

Card Zones by Jerry Sadowits & Peter Duffie  1 $54.00 $24.00 $30.00 

Genius of Robert Harbin by Eric Lewis  1 $45.00 $20.00 $25.00 

Inspirations: Performing Magic with Excellence by Larry Hass 4 $50.00 $20.00 $30.00 

Lorayne: The Classic Collection Vol. 2 by Harry Loryane  1 $90.00 $40.00 $50.00 

Magic of Steve Hamilton by International Magic 7 $40.00 $20.00 $20.00 

Magic's Most Amazing Stories  3 $25.00 $10.00 $15.00 

Matchalot Mentalism by Howard Adams 1 $75.00 $30.00 $45.00 

Mnemonica by Juan Tamariz  1 $65.00 $30.00 $35.00 

Psychological Subtleties 2 (PS2)by Banachek  1 $55.00 $25.00 $30.00 

Psychological Subtleties 3 (PS3) by Banachek  1 $65.00 $30.00 $35.00 

Ronning Guide to Modern Stage Hypnosis by Geoffrey Ronning 2 $35.00 $15.00 $20.00 

Tarbell Course in Magic Volume 6  3 $27.00 $12.00 $15.00 

Tarbell Course in Magic Volume 7  1 $27.00 $12.00 $15.00 

The Complete Walton (Vol.1)  1 $68.00 $28.00 $40.00 

The Magic of Celebrating Illusion by Bob Neale and Larry Hass  2 $30.00 $15.00 $15.00 

Think of a Card by Etienne Pradier  1 $45.00 $20.00 $25.00 

Transformations (Creating Magic Out Of Tricks) by Larry Hass 2 $40.00 $20.00 $20.00 

Way Out by Marc Oberon  9 $30.00 $15.00 $15.00 


